
Thursday  26th AM 
 
9:30 -10:00 arrivals 
10:15 
Graham Gussin. Introduction 20 mins 
The term terrain vague in relation to practice, aims of symposium. Two works which 
Illustrate the direction I have developed on the project. 
 
10:40 
Felipe Lanuza Rilling  30 mins 
The Form of Absence: contexts, trajectories and interpretations of the terrain vague. 
I will discuss the emergence of the notion of terrain vague and its agency in subsequent debates and 
discourses reflecting on contemporary urban culture. Spanish architect and theoristIgnasi de Solá-
Morales introduced the terrain vague in architectural debates on the city in the mid-1990s but the 
term then acquired great prominence and was influential – either celebrated or criticised – across 
different fields concerned with researching and designing the built environment. My approach to 
this historical contextualisation is through the lens of absence, used by de Solá-Morales in 
characterising the terrain vague and for 
defining it as “the form of absence in contemporary cities” in the context of the UIA 
Congress in Barcelona in 1996. Although remaining a secondary term in all these 
discussions, absence informs my own reading and visual interpretation of the terrain vague, 
to expand on its meanings and critical understanding of both the term itself and the 
phenomena it attempts to un-define. 
 
11:20 Evelina Gambino 
A Lecture/screening with excerpts from Tekla Aslanishvili’s ‘Algorithmic Island’. 
Algorithmic Island follows the trials and errors of developing a deep sea port and futuristic smart city 
on the wetlands around Anaklia, a small fishing village in western Georgia. 
By exploring the awkward infrastructural landscapes and relating architectural frictions that have 
emerged over the last decade on site, the film observes how the planning strategies and operational 
logics of large scale infrastructural investments and even mistakes, which the fantasies of 
technologically managed smooth urban life inevitably contain, are being manifested in a design of 
peripheral geoengineering projects. 
 
12:00 Short Break 
 
12:10 
Andrew Barry. The Spaces Between Infrastructures 
30 mins 
Andrew Barry is Professor of Human Geography at UCL. He has written widely on the politics of 
science and technology and is the author of Political Machines: Governing a Technological 
Society and Material Politics: Disputes along the Pipeline. Andrew has carried out fieldwork in 
Georgia since 2004, focusing on large energy infrastructures. Together with Evelina Gambino, he is 
currently developing a study of the Namakhvani hydropower project, working with scientists from 
the Institute of Earth Sciences, Ilia State University, Tbilisi. He is also planning to write a book on 
what he calls 'chemical geography'. 
 
Discussion. 
 
Lunch 
 



Thursday PM 
2:00 Margarita Gluzberg: The Zonification Method  30 mins 
Margarita Gluzberg proposes a mode of thinking and production through the idea of the Zone and 
its familiars - as invented by Andrei Tarkovsky's seminal film Stalker, 1979. A restricted territory that 
holds infinite promise, it embodies both the physical process of desire, of fiction construction and 
also of failure - and in turn, offers the potential space for making art. 
 
2:40 
Joy Sleeman  Screening of Pine Barrens by Nancy Holt and talk. 60 mins 
Dartmoor as Terrain Vague? 
Can terrain vagues exist in the landscape, in natural or non-urban environments?  
If we amplify our scale towards the planetary, or extend time to the geologic what happens to the 
notion of a terrain vague? 
My consideration of terrains vagues begins with the work of Nancy Holt and a walk on Dartmoor. 
 
Break 
 
4:15 
Simon Faithfull: Elsewhen 60 mins 
Performative Lecture, 2017 
A performative lecture looking at the history, allure and possible evaporation of the place called 
'Nowhere' and imagining a point outside time called ‘Elsewhen’. The last piece of the global atlas to 
be filled-in was the empty white continent of Antarctica. Since this landmass was finally traversed 
and mapped there now remains no 'Terra Incognita' left on this planet.  Given that the grid of 
measured time and space on this planet is now complete, this lecture asks: where is ‘Nowhere’? and 
when is ‘Elsewhen’? 
 
Friday  27th AM 
10:15 
Robin Wilson and Nigel Green.  
Photolanguage (Nigel Green & Robin Wilson)  30 mins 
Terrain Vague has been a consistent visual trope and critical concern for the work of Photolanguage 
(Nigel Green & Robin Wilson), since the establishing of the practice in 1998. We have explored the 
wasteland uncertainties of sites such as the docklands of Rouen, the modernist reconstruction town 
of Calais, the post-industrial hinterlands of Malmö, and of Paris, its centre and beyond its 
Periphérique to the Brutalist new towns of the 1970s. As a practice that explores the remains of 
modernism, its ruins, ghosts and lingering ambitions, the Terrain Vague has not so much been an 
explicit topic of our research, but its vital precondition. As our project has evolved we have sought 
out the specific within the vague, to understand it at different scales, as the result of different 
patterns of land-use, and as the vehicle for different narrative possibilities. 
In this project, we seek an intersection between our own practice history of the vague with some of 
the original works to bear the name, in an exploration of wasteland space in Paris informed by the 
film posters of Marcel Carné’s Terrain Vague (1960) and Man Ray’s photograph of the same title and 
its variant, Étude pour Terrain Vague (1929). In our talk, we will explore how the appropriation of 
Terrain Vague has traversed different categories and practices within the long aesthetic history of 
modernity (from what John MacArthur has termed the ‘hard picturesque’, to surrealism, to 
Brutalism and the New Topographics photography), and offer our own contribution to the history as 
one that also explores the vague as a micro-landscape shaped by the natural denizens (plants and 
creatures) of this critical urban ground.    
 
 



11:00 
Layla Curtis.  30 mins 
Mobile phone app Trespass (2015) provides users (who are willing to trespass) with an oral history of 
Freeman’s Wood – an industrial wasteland, now partly overgrown with mature trees, gorse bushes 
and scrubland, which was recently fenced off by landowners, barring locals from entering under 
threat of breaking trespass laws. Curtis invites app users to listen to interviews she conducted with 
local long-term users of the space but uses geo-location and geofencing technology to restrict access 
to the edited audio, requiring those who wish to listen, to visit Freeman’s Wood themselves. Curtis 
will introduce the project and discuss how it weaves together memories, experiences, opinions and 
speculations of a local community, and maps them onto this semi-rural, semi-suburban edgeland 
situated on the outskirts of Lancaster, UK. 
 
11:45 
Raju Rage.  30 mins 
Raju will delve into previous and current work and their concerns which engages with in/visibility, 
opacity, obscurity, uncertainty - the un/knowing and what the desire to know is. Furthermore they 
will address notions of the diasporan racialised and gendered body and how it relates to territory, 
what queerness (as sexual identity but also as methodology) offers as a potential de(con)struction of 
borders and categories, performing citizenship, surveillance technologies and desire. How can 
vagueness, opacity, obscurity, dis-identification and divesting offer us a potential of/for resistance? 
 
12:30 
Screening of Ian Giles film Trojan Horse/Rainbow Flag   
Film | 25 minutes | 2019 Funded by Arts Council England 
Trojan Horse/Rainbow Flag, Ian Giles (2019) is about the campaign to save the Joiners Arms – 
the iconic queer pub in East London. Working directly with members of ‘Friends of the 
Joiners Arms’, Giles employed participatory workshops and verbatim theatre as structures to 
produce a discursive social network and the resulting film. The work’s title is inspired by a phrase 
coined by campaigner Amy Roberts, when describing the cynical approach of property developers 
seeking to push through proposals that erase queer spaces by disingenuously claiming that 
their LGBTQ+ status would remain unchanged post-development.  
 
Lunch 
 
Friday PM 
2:00 Mitra Tabrizian.  30 mins 
Mitra will talk about some of her recent works , including ‘Film stills’, which has been inspired by her 
debut feature’ Gholam’ (British/Iranian film 2018). 
Mitra Tabrizian is an Iranian-British award winning artist and filmmaker. Her photographic 
work has been exhibited and published widely and is represented in major international 
museums and public collections. 
Solo museum shows include Tate Britain (2008) - she has also exhibited at the Venice 
Biennale, Iranian pavilion (2015). 
Her critically acclaimed debut feature Gholam (2018) had a successful theatrical release in 
Uk, and is now available on Mark Kermode’s curated strand, BFI player, Amazon prime and 
Itunes. Her latest book off screen is published by Kerber Verlag (2019) 
 
Open Discussion 
 3:30 
Holly buckle performance/reading ‘Cruising the vague’ 
Davinia Robinson reading 



 
 


